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Sentinel Net Lease is a real estate investment firm founded in 2019 that is focused on acquiring commercial real

estate investments, utilizing our team’s extensive experience to create real value for investors. Our focus is on

assets that either produce monthly cash-flow or possess significant profit potential through renovation and

leasing. Management targets opportunistic situations that may not be a fit for traditional institutional investors due

to size or transaction complexity. These assets are expected to be resistant to certain market disruptions while

offering potential outsized returns for investors. Our integrated business model creates a competitive edge in the

marketplace that provides sustainable, long-term value to our investors.

ABOUT SENTINEL NET LEASE

OPERATIONS CENTER
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Assets Under Management

$240MM+ 
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

15
PROPERTIES

1,510,000
SQUARE FEET

8.4%
AVERAGE ACQ. CAP RATE

$16MM
AVERAGE PURCHASE PRICE

“It’s not easy to find assets that check off all the boxes, but we believe a thoughtful approach in
sourcing the right opportunities while conducting extensive due diligence and market analysis
on each property allows us to build on our foundation as an intelligent investor in order to
create real value for our investors.”

Fred Lewis, Chief Executive Officer
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SENTINEL’S INESTMENT VENN DIAGRAM

Core Credit-Rated
These assets are high-quality stable real estate secured by

long-term leases from credit-rated tenants with strong balance

sheets.

Target Ann. Cash-on-Cash:  8% to 10%

Target IRR: 14% to 17%

Avg. Hold Period: 5 to 10 Years

Core Market Value-Add
Unlike the two above strategies that generate significant income

from existing leases, the profit from these assets is generated

from improving the property through substantial renovation and

releasing of the property. This strategy is only employed in the

most desirable markets in the nation.

Target Ann. Cash-on-Cash:  0% to 5%

Target IRR: 25%+

Avg. Hold Period: 2 to 4 Years

Opportunistic Institutional
The tenants in these situations are generally private and not

credit-rated, although they are financially stable with strong

annual revenue. These assets generally offer higher yields but

have shorter lease terms. Additional revenue beyond the

proforma can be generated from entitling and/or developing

excess land.

Target Ann. Cash-on-Cash:  10% to 15%

Target IRR: 17% to 25%

Avg. Hold Period: 4 to 8 Years

We target opportunistic situations within the middle market — investment
opportunities that may not be a fit for traditional institutional investors
due to size or transaction complexity - utilizing our extensive experience
to understand each property’s narrative and create real value for
investors. Designed to balance risk and maximize potential for return, we
employ three primary strategies in the current portfolio.

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

“Our acquisition process, from initial property identification through closing, is exhaustive
and comprehensive. We pride ourselves on delivering institutional-quality analytics, due
diligence, and underwriting on every single property under consideration.”

Dennis Cisterna III, Chief Investment Officer

VALUE 
PROPOSITION

LEASE 
DURATION

LOCATION

RETURN 
PROFILE

CREDIT 
RISK
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Implement operational plan, including capital expenditures, leasing, 
mark-to-market adjustments in rent, and financial structuring to 
enhance potential profits for our investors

ACQUISITION PROCESS

Acquire target assets at an attractive price relative to our view of
intrinsic value that are well below replacement cost, providing a
defensive barrier competition from new construction

Perform thorough credit research, property underwriting, and

extensive due diligence on our potential investments with a focus on

understanding the importance of the real estate to the tenant

Utilize our extensive network to identify on-market and off-market
mission-critical real estate assets that have the potential provide
risk-adjusted high yield returns

We analyze hundreds of properties each week to locate high quality investment opportunities
throughout the nation. We are market agnostic as we believe setting pre-determined geographic
barriers limits our potential for outsized returns. Instead, we focus on the specific narrative of the
market, real estate, and tenant on every transaction.
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DENNIS CISTERNA III | Chief InvestmentOfficer
• 23 years of experience in real estate investment and finance

• Founder of Guardian Residential & Co-founder of Lafayette Communities

• Former CEO of Investability Solutions and RentRange

• B.A. in Political  Science from San Diego State University.

• $3.7 Billion in Transactions in US & Europe

ANDREW BROEREN | Chief Operating Officer
• 26 years of experience in finance and operations

• Former Head of Structured Finance for Southern Europe at HSBC Bank

• Former Associate Director at S&P Rating Agency 

• Degrees in both Law & Economics from Monash  University

• Graduate Diploma in Applied Finance &  Investment from The Securities
Institute of Australia.

FRED LEWIS | Chief Executive Officer
• 27 years of experience in real estate investment and finance
• Founder of the Dominion Group
• Director on the Board of Capital Bank  of Maryland 
• Founder of the Real Investor  Roundtable “RIR”.
• B.S. from George Washington University

EXECUTIVE TEAM
The principals of Sentinel have decades of experience in real estate investing across multiple asset

types throughout the United States and Europe.
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SENTINEL PORTFOLIO
The current portfolio of assets of Sentinel Net Lease consists of 15

properties totaling over 1.5 million square feet of retail and office

space. All properties are single- or dual-tenant buildings with

primarily net leases. The current occupancy of the portfolio is 100%

occupied with a WALT remaining of more than 6 years. The portfolio is

heavily weighted between our Opportunistic and Core Credit-Rated

strategies.

Geographically, our concentration is weighted towards value-oriented

markets in the Midwest and South including Kansas City, Oklahoma

City, San Antonio, and Orlando.

TENANT ROSTER
We focus on underwriting the strength of our tenants just as much as we do the real estate they occupy. As such, we are landlords to some of the

largest publicly-traded institutions in the world as well of a host of financially stable private companies.
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OUR FINANCING TYPICAL CAPITAL STACK
FOR A NEW INVESTMENT

210+
TOTAL 

INVESTORS

$116K
AVG. INVESTMENT

PER INVESTOR 
PER PROPERTY

Sentinel Net Lease syndicates its limited partners (LP) equity from a wide variety of accredited investors including
individuals, wealth management firms, family offices, and private investment funds. Each property acquired is
owned by a Special Purpose Entity that allows our investors to pick and choose which opportunities fit their
investment goals. Currently, we have over 300 different investors that have deployed capital in at least one
Sentinel property. Our general partners (GP) typically invest 5% to 10% of the required equity into each
acquisition, creating further alignment with our limited partners. We utilize modern technology to oversee the
capital raising process, electronically marketing new opportunities to our database of over 180,000 investors and
are typically oversubscribed in a matter of days. Since our first closing in March of 2020, we have deployed
approximately $84MM of equity.
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INVESTMENT INNOVATION VIA TECHNOLOGY
Advances in technology and data analytics have made it possible for middle-market investors like Sentinel to have access to the same tools as the largest investment firms in the world. We’ve
made substantial investments from our inception to improve the investment experience for our investors and make smarter, more informed decisions related to our current portfolio and future
acquisitions.

Investor Relations & Reporting

Sentinel’s Investor Management platform is powered by AppFolio, which provides for seamless and efficient investment experience. This technology platform transforms the real estate
investment experience for both managers and investors by streamlining fundraising, investment administration, and investor reporting. Designed specifically for the real estate industry, it
allows investors to securely access investment documents, tax forms, transaction history, investment correspondence, at any time on any device. Sentinel is in the process of adding a text
messaging tool that will allow short messages with attachments or links direct to your cell phone. This new technology will allow investors to receive information on their current
investments, learn about new investment opportunities and communicate with Sentinel staff regarding any questions.

Asset & Property Management

Utilizing AppFolio along with Microsoft Sharepoint, allows Sentinel to securely manage our investors and assets in a collaborative and efficient database.

Data Analytics

We have invested heavily in data analytics to ensure our underwriting and analysis is consistent with the top investment firms in the world. This includes active subscriptions to CREXI (listings
and comparables), Rockport VAL (financial modeling), CoStar (property and market research), Environics (demographics), and Placer.ai (geolocation).

Data Security

Data security for our Investors is critical. Appfolio engages the same encryption standards the world’s largest banks use. Easily access annual and quarterly reports, K-1s, operating
agreements, investment documents, and more. Investors access a more organized view of tax forms by year and by investment and can share documents securely with CPAs and financial
managers.

“Sentinel marries cutting-edge data analytics with technology
to give investors unparalleled access to our comprehensive
asset reporting on their investments in real time. Live
portfolio performance data provides investors peace of mind in
our platform and their investment decisions.”

Andrew Broeren, Chief Operating Officer
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D E N N I S  C I S T E R N A I I I
C H I E F  I N V E S T M E N T  O F F I C E R
dennis@sentinelnetlease.com

L A U R A  N G U Y E N
D I R E C T O R  O F  I N V E S T O R  
R E L A T I O N S  &  M A R K E T I N G
laura@sentinelnetlease.com

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N


